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Poulan pro 50cc pp5020av chainsaw
Should you get the Poulan Pro PP5020AV? Last year, I bought a new chainsaw in the same price range as the Poulan 5020AV. I took it home, started it up, and began sectioning up some logs. After a while, I stopped the chainsaw for a short break. When I went to start it up again, the spring attached to the pull-cord broke, and that was the end of my
saw for the day! Ever since I’ve been a bit skeptical of cheaper chainsaws, but let’s consider if this Poulan saw is better than that one! Poulan Pro 50cc PP5020AV There is no shortage of chainsaws out there, so why should you consider the Poulan Pro PP5020AV? Poulan is one of the most respected chainsaw brands – it’s right up there with the likes
of ECHO and Jonsered. Poulan saws cost about the same when comparing apples for apples as well (or ccs for ccs). This 50cc Poulan Pro chainsaw is not quite on the same level as Stihl or Husqvarna, but it is significantly cheaper! My Husqvarna 450e is also a 50cc chainsaw, but it costs $450 new, as opposed to the PP5020AV’s $250ish price range.
So this chainsaw is about half the price of a comparable Husqvarna chainsaw. When considering what chainsaw to buy, you always need to think about how much you’re going to use it, and how much power you really need. If you are using your chainsaw infrequently, do you really need a $500 saw? Probably not. However, if you expect to be using
your chainsaw often, and you’d like it to last a lifetime, you should probably consider a more premium model. But you came here to learn more about the PP5020AV, so let’s focus on that now! Specs And Features The Poulan Pro PP5020AV is a 50cc chainsaw that is usually sold with a 20-inch bar. 50cc’s is a decent amount of power and this saw can
be used to carve up reasonably sized logs. It’s fine to use for dropping trees, even larger trees. A 20-inch bar is a really good length to have as it allows you to work on the bigger stuff. Don’t think you’re limited to working on 20-inch trees or less, because you’re not. The big difference between this saw and the more expensive saws is that you can’t
expect this one to go all day every day. It can be used for a bit, then it needs a rest. You also don’t want to rely on it as an every day saw either. It’s fine for processing up to perhaps 10 cords of firewood per year, but not for use as a logging chainsaw. It’s a good homeowner chainsaw, and may possibly suit light farm use. You can also use it as a
backup chainsaw to your main (better) chainsaw. Here are some more of the features (more info on Amazon): Has a DuraLife Engine Clean air filter system Has an easy pull starting system Reduced vibration handle Automatic chain oiler Comes with a carrying case (at least, on Amazon it does) Many of these features are standard on all chainsaws
now, so don’t let them wow you on this alone! For example, I don’t know of any modern chainsaw that doesn’t have an ‘automatic chain oiler’! For those who like more of the technical specs: It weighs around 10 pounds with bar and chain Gas chainsaw (ie. not electric or battery-powered) Requires a fuel-oil mix of 10:1 Requires a quality chain and bar
oil Comes with a 20-inch bar but can take 16″ or 18″ Poulan Pro 5020AV Review The Poulan Pro PP5020AV is a decent saw for infrequent use. If you look after it and treat it well, there’s no doubt it will work out well. It’s a good saw for processing firewood, dropping trees, and tidying up around the home, garden, or hobby farm. Great 20-inch bar
50ccs of power Respected brand Readily available parts and servicing Full range of features Some negative reviews about durability Unable to go all day every day Won’t last a lifetime Read the reviews on Amazon here to see the range of both positive and negative reviews – there are always both! Keep in mind that sometimes the negative reviews
are related to shipping and delivery problems rather than actual product issues. Buy The Poulan Pro 5020 AV Where can you buy the Poulan Pro 5020AV? Here are some retailers that I found are selling it – let me know in the comments of any others! It’s always listed at around the same price at each retailer, so go with the retailer you most prefer.
Does anyone know if it’s available to pick up from your local big-box store? Let me know down below in the comments. Poulan 5020AV While the Poulan PRO PP5020AV chainsaw isn’t perfect for everybody and every situation, it’s a great saw for the right person. It’s easy to get started with, easy to use when in action, and as easy to maintain as any
other saw. If it’s at the top of your budget, I would say go for it. You will be running the same risks with any comparable model in the same price range. Bluemax chainsaws are similar, but probably not quite as good as Poulan. The other option I often recommend is to try and find a second-hand Husky or Stihl chainsaw at the same price. If you know
what to look for, you could pick one up in excellent condition for the same (or similar) price to one of these cheaper chainsaws. In many ways, that can be preferable. Though you would want to know the history of the saw and be sure it had been looked after. While it’s not nice to say, estate sales can be the best place to pick up quality used saws.
Nevertheless, sometimes you just want a brand new chainsaw. The Poulan brand is owned by Husqvarna, and they do share a lot of similarities. If the Poulan 5020AV feels right to you, go on and grab it! Is it worth buying in 2019? Consider alternatives. (Amazon)The Poulan Pro PP5020AV is a decent gas chainsaw but newer chainsaws have surpassed
it in terms of value. For example, in 2019, you can get less-expensive models like the Remington RM4620 Outlaw (20″ / 46cc) — and it’s better. It’s that simple. We’re going to show you some better alternatives so you can make an intelligent buying decision. The PP5020AV has been around for a long time. Technology changes. Sometimes newer
designs give you a lot more for less money, and in this case, it’s true.Let’s take a closer look….Best 20″ Gas Chainsaws►Read our reviews of the Husqvarna 450 Rancher and the Husqvarna 460 RancherNote from Editor : Craftsman and Husqvarna are not quite in the same league. Husqvarna quality is overall better, with more refined engineering —
but they are both good in their own special way. Craftsman’s no slouch either when it comes to chainsaws. They also have a long history.Thing is, people always expect more with a higher price so it’s important to curb your expectations. Honestly, for most homeowners, the Craftsman is enough chainsaw to handle your needs, but, if you know you’ll be
doing a lot of firewood cutting and felling trees over the years, the Husqvarna is a safer bet — and yes, it will cost you a little more, but for long-term value, it all evens out in the end.Newer 50cc 20″ Poulan Pro : A Better BetThis is better than the Poulan Pro PP5020AV model.Features :OxyPower engine technology : 70% less emissions and 20% lower
fuel consumptionEasy to start : Reduces pull force 30% Combi tool integrated into the rear handlePurge bulbCombined choke and stop controlDouble post chain brake : Right hand activation and inertiaPoulan Pro is owned by Husqvarna, which means many of the components on the Poulan Pro PP5020AV are taken straight from other Husqvarna
chainsaws — such as the anti-vibration system. If you disassemble the chainsaw you’ll notice the iconic Husqvarna “H” on various components.When buying the Poulan Pro PP5020AV you essentially get the equivalent Husqvarna quality, comparable to the Husqvarna 440E gas chainsaw — for a lot less money. I know, it’s not exactly the same, but the
overall reliability and build quality is similar. In some ways it’s better, because you get a lot for very little money. It’s inexpensive — not cheap.If you’re not impressed by the Poulan Pro PP5020AV by the time you finish reading this review then I’ve clearly failed to convey how much value you get with this chainsaw. For starters, you get a powerful
50.8cc chainsaw with a 20″ bar & chain which is more than enough power for the majority of homeowners.Poulan Pro PP5020AVStill a contender after all of these years.One of the things that I really love about this gas chainsaw is the fact that you get anti-vibration handles which is essentially the same technology that you get when buying consumer
Husqvarna chainsaws, such as the 445 or 455 Rancher model. Yes, it’s true, the Poulan Pro PP5020AV is very-well constructed and built to last.Average chainsaw. You can do better for the same money.I’ve written at length about anti-vibration handles because I think it’s an essential feature if you plan on spending a lot of hours with your chainsaw.
The vibration of chainsaws – and other power tools – can cause a medical condition known as Hand-Arm Vibration Syndrome, which I wrote at length in beginning section of my article on Anti-Vibration Gloves. And yes, anti-vibration gloves are also a good idea even if the chainsaw you’re using has anti-vibration handles. It’s far better to be overprotected rather than under-protected when it comes to using a chainsaw. Safety first!Either way, for under $200 you get an excellent anti-vibration system that will protect your health. Remington also makes a comparable gas chainsaw with anti-vibration handles that I’m also a big fan of — Remington RM5118R Rodeo (18″ – 51cc). I covered it as
one of my top picks the Best Chainsaw for Homeowners and in Best Chainsaw for the Money.Made with a patented DuraLife engine, which is has chromium plated cylinders for increased durability and longer lifespan. The DuraLife engine has been strengthened overall and is designed for the long-term. Let’s face it, chainsaws take quite a beating
over time so it’s easy to understand the importance of tougher components, which enable your chainsaw to handle more abuse.Incorporates Poulan Pro’s Super Clean Air Filter System — which provides an extended air filter life, while reducing fuel consumption without losing any power.Details | Poulan Pro PP5020AVWell-engineered and made with
high quality components for homeowners.The chain that you get with Poulan Pro PP5020AV is not very good, so the first thing you need to do if you buy this chainsaw is — at the very least — replace the default chain with the: OREGON 72LPX070G 70 Drive Link – Super 70 Chisel Chain — you won’t regret it.— Although, I recommend upgrading both
the bar & chain to the more common 72 drive link chain. The default chain is a 70 drive link type but most 20″ bar chains at your local dealers will have 72 drive links. Get the: OREGON 72LGX072G – 72 Drive Link Super Guard Chain.Better Chain | Poulan Pro PP5020AV*Oregon chainUpgrade the bar & chain to greatly increase your cutting
efficiency.OREGON 72LGX, 73LGX, and 75LGX (3/8″-pitch Super Guard ) chains feature cutters that have an advanced grind geometry that is “work ready”. This series saw chain is only for professionals who demand saw chain that delivers high performance, resists stretch, simple to maintain, provides long life, and is consistent from loop to loop.And,
you’ll also need to upgrade the bar in order to fit the OREGON 72LGX072G chain. If you want a professional quality bar I recommend the OREGON 200RNDK095 — 20″ Power Match Bar.Better Bar | Poulan Pro PP5020AVIf you want the 72 drive link chain you’ll have to upgrade to this bar.Features (OREGON 200RNDK095 Power Match Bar):Chromemoly steel provides superior bar-body strength & tough rails. Resistant to wear & chipping.Lubri Jet oil holes enhance bar-chain lubrication.Nose fastens with a single rivet, and is securely held by wide, strong, overlapping ears.Long nose takes most of the abuse, minimizes wear to the body.Lubri-Dam oil-retaining keeps more oil on the bar and chain,
preventing oil from leaking.For under $200 this is almost a perfect chainsaw but there are a couple issues that you should know before purchasing it. First, it’s relatively heavy, weighing somewhere betweeen 15.5 to 20 lbs. Sorry, I can’t find the exact weight anywhere online. Either way, I certainly can’t recommend it for extensive limbing but it’s
perfectly suited for cutting small to medium sized trees, as well as cutting firewood, clearing brush and other various cutting duties around the yard.And, it tends to go through a lot of bar & chain oil so make sure you stock up — you’ll need it. The Poulan Pro (952030130) 1 gallon container is a good value. But these are minor quibbles that I wouldn’t
let sway you against it. If you’re not strong or have a small build then maybe this chainsaw might be too heavy for you, but if you’re healthy and of average build then you’ll be just fine handling the Poulan Pro PP5020AV.Poulan Pro bar & chain oil.Overall, the Poulan Pro PP5020AV chainsaw is one of the best chainsaws for homeowners who are
looking for a well-balanced chainsaw with ample power, cutting effectiveness and cost. I consider this to be an inexpensive chainsaw, but not cheaply made. In fact, quite the opposite.It’s an excellent all around medium duty chainsaw ideal for general property maintenance and firewood cutting. It has Poulan Pro’s Super Clean air filter system, an
aluminum Professional style clutch cover for increased durability, an automatic gear driven oil pump, easy to access (tool-less) air filter and spark plug, anti-vibration handles with an effortless pull starting system. Also, comes with an on-board locking wrench holder that’s been designed as part of the rear handle — and a versatile 20″ bar length. It
comes fully assembled and includes an excellent hard carrying case. 2 year limited warranty.Poulan Pro PP5020AV diagram.Whew! I’m exhausted just mentioning all the features. Honestly, I don’t know what else you want for under $200. This should be at the top of your list if you’re on a budget and still want a high-quality chainsaw. I’d put this on
par with the Remington RM5118R Rodeo, but I’d have to make the Poulan Pro PP5020AV my pick for the best chainsaw under $200 — mainly because many of the components are made from Husqvarna.Poulan Pro PP5020AV documents:View or download the Manual for the Poulan Pro PP5020AV.View or download the Parts List for the Poulan Pro
PP5020AV.Close-up view. It’s very yellow.Use the OREGON bar & chain selector guide to see which of their parts are compatible with the Poulan Pro PP5020AV.Learn more about the Poulan Pro PP5020AV on Amazon.Features (Poulan Pro PP5020AV):Highly efficient and clean running engine: Duralife 50cc 2-cycle.20 inch bar & chain.No tool
required to access the air filter and spark plug.Super clean air filter system can run longer before cleaning.Automatic chain oiling system.Anti-vibration handle reduces operator fatigue.Quick & easy pull-starting mechanism.Convenient attached scrench holder & carrying case.Comes with a high quality carrying case.Weight: 15.5 lbs2 year limited
warranty.Poulan Pro PP5020AV VideosHere are a couple videos of the Poulan Pro PP5020AV that you may be interested in viewing. It’s always nice to a see a product in motion before you decide to purchase it. Unfortunately, Poulan Pro doesn’t seem to create their own promotional material for their products. It’s disappointing when companies don’t
create professional videos for their customers. I think they would sell a lot more units if they improved their overall marketing strategy — but that’s true for any company.C’mon Poulan Pro, create videos for your customers!See and hear the Poulan Pro PP5020AV powerhead running.Watch the Poulan Pro PP5020AV cut through a large log. The video
quality isn’t great but it’s nice to see it in action.If you liked this article, you’ll also be interested in:
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